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Fitness Hacking
Imagine waking up every morning believing that your actions can make a significant change in the world. For everyone who
has ever yearned for a better life and a better world, the authors share a blueprint for personal and social change that has
the power to transform lives, one act at a time. Through inspirational stories from all walks of life, the Kielburgers reveal
that a more fulfilling path is ours for the taking when we find the courage to reach out. This book describes an approach to
life that leads us to recognize what is truly valuable, make new decisions about the way we want to live, and redefine the
goals we set for ourselves and the legacy we want to leave. Above all, it creates new ways of measuring meaning,
happiness, and success in our lives, and makes these elusive goals attainable.--From publisher description.

How to Catch a Mole
The rags to riches story that is Mariah Carey's life. She was discovered, promoted and later married to music executive
Tony Mottola, and became the biggest selling recording artist of the 1990's, and the only musical artist to have a #1 hit for
every year of that decade. Shapiro's new book also includes coverage of Carey's recent break-up with Mottola, in which it
was revealed that he abused her, kept her prisoner in their mansion, and her bizarre behavior when performing live. Full
colour and black and white photographs.

Living the RV Life
Daily devotions that inspire women to spend time with God What is on your heart today? Struggles at home or with a
friend? The miracle and joy of a new birth? A misunderstanding with a boyfriend or spouse? Are you grieving a loss? Are you
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celebrating a new job? Or anticipating a move? Whatever you face, good or bad, the NIV Bible for Women is relevant to your
joys and sorrows, worries, fears, pain and happiness. God loves you and gave you his Word, the Bible, so you could know
him more. The NIV Bible for Women contains an inspiring foreword by Shauna Niequist and writings by women who want to
share their experiences—their joys and their struggles—with you. Authors such as Naomi Zacharias, Alyssa Joy Bethke,
Caryn Rivadeneria, Rachel Held Evans, Katie Davis, Enuma Okoro, Kathy Khang, Laura Ortberg Turner, Kristen Howerton
(Rage Against the Minivan), Margaret Feinberg, Tsh Oxenreider (The Art of Simple), and Annie Downs share their thoughts
on topics ranging from cultural issues like social justice, economic inequality, and social media addiction to personal needs
like prayer, decision-making, relationships, infertility, career, and calling. These thought-provoking topics are easy to share
on social networks to strengthen and inspire your circle of friends while creating meaningful conversation. The NIV Bible for
Women will help your time spent with God grow deeper and richer as you dig into his Word, bask in his love, learn his ways
and then in turn share your journey with others in all the situations you face. Features: Complete text of the accurate,
readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) Enter into the presence of God through the devotions each weekday
and the Myths for each weekend for a full year of readings Apply the "Reflect" questions and the "Pray" prompts so you can
take what you have read and become more intimately connected with God Evaluate the culturally accepted myths that are
presented in articles that challenge your previous notions with truth from God’s Word Topical index to enhance your
personal study

Rising Water
NEW YORK TIMES and WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER ONE OF THE WASHINGTON POST'S 10 BEST BOOKS OF 2015 One
of the world’s leading authorities on global security, Marc Goodman takes readers deep into the digital underground to
expose the alarming ways criminals, corporations, and even countries are using new and emerging technologies against
you—and how this makes everyone more vulnerable than ever imagined. Technological advances have benefited our world
in immeasurable ways, but there is an ominous flip side: our technology can be turned against us. Hackers can activate
baby monitors to spy on families, thieves are analyzing social media posts to plot home invasions, and stalkers are
exploiting the GPS on smart phones to track their victims’ every move. We all know today’s criminals can steal identities,
drain online bank accounts, and wipe out computer servers, but that’s just the beginning. To date, no computer has been
created that could not be hacked—a sobering fact given our radical dependence on these machines for everything from our
nation’s power grid to air traffic control to financial services. Yet, as ubiquitous as technology seems today, just over the
horizon is a tidal wave of scientific progress that will leave our heads spinning. If today’s Internet is the size of a golf ball,
tomorrow’s will be the size of the sun. Welcome to the Internet of Things, a living, breathing, global information grid where
every physical object will be online. But with greater connections come greater risks. Implantable medical devices such as
pacemakers can be hacked to deliver a lethal jolt of electricity and a car’s brakes can be disabled at high speed from miles
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away. Meanwhile, 3-D printers can produce AK-47s, bioterrorists can download the recipe for Spanish flu, and cartels are
using fleets of drones to ferry drugs across borders. With explosive insights based upon a career in law enforcement and
counterterrorism, Marc Goodman takes readers on a vivid journey through the darkest recesses of the Internet. Reading like
science fiction, but based in science fact, Future Crimes explores how bad actors are primed to hijack the technologies of
tomorrow, including robotics, synthetic biology, nanotechnology, virtual reality, and artificial intelligence. These fields hold
the power to create a world of unprecedented abundance and prosperity. But the technological bedrock upon which we are
building our common future is deeply unstable and, like a house of cards, can come crashing down at any moment. Future
Crimes provides a mind-blowing glimpse into the dark side of technological innovation and the unintended consequences of
our connected world. Goodman offers a way out with clear steps we must take to survive the progress unfolding before us.
Provocative, thrilling, and ultimately empowering, Future Crimes will serve as an urgent call to action that shows how we
can take back control over our own devices and harness technology’s tremendous power for the betterment of
humanity—before it’s too late. From the Hardcover edition.

Nicholson
Civil rights activist Septima Poinsette Clark (1898-1987) developed a citizenship education program that enabled tens of
thousands of African Americans to register to vote and to link the power of the ballot to concrete strategies for individual
and communal empowerment. Clark, who began her own teaching career in 1916, grounded her approach in the philosophy
and practice of southern black activist educators in the decades leading up to the 1950s and 1960s, and then trained a
committed cadre of grassroots black women to lead this literacy revolution in community stores, beauty shops, and
churches throughout the South. In this engaging biography, Katherine Charron tells the story of Clark, from her coming of
age in the South Carolina lowcountry to her activism with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in the movement's
heyday. The enhanced electronic version of the book draws from archives, libraries, and the author's personal collection
and includes nearly 100 letters, documents, photographs, newspaper articles, and interview excerpts, embedding each in
the text where it will be most meaningful. Featuring more than 60 audio clips (more than 2.5 hours total) from oral history
interviews with 15 individuals, including Clark herself, the enhanced e-book redefines the idea of the "talking book." Watch
the video below to see a demonstration of the enhanced ebook:

Love Unlimited
TO SAVE THE GALAXY, A DEAD HERO MUST RISE AGAIN! NEWLY REVISED AND EXPANDED NOVEL SET IN THE TRAVELLER
UNIVERSE FROM LEGENDARY GAME DESIGNER MARC MILLER Jonathan Bland is a Decider, empowered by the Emperor
himself to deal with the inevitable crises of an empire. In the service of the Empire, he has killed more people than anyone
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in the history of Humanity, to save a hundred times as many. He died centuries ago, but they reactivate his recorded
personality whenever a new threat appears. When the crisis is over, they expect he will meekly return to oblivion. He has
other ideas. The chronicle of Bland reveals secrets of the history of the star-spanning Third Imperium and spans 400 years
from early Imperium (about year 300) through the mid-post Civil War period (about year 700) touching known and unknown
events you may have encountered in your own reading of the Imperium: everyday events, political intrigue, deadly
dangers, Arbellatra, Capital, Encyclopediopolis, the Karand's Palace, and a Tigress-class Dreadnought. If you know the
Traveller science-fiction role-playing game, then some of this is already familiar; if not, no matter—this story introduces the
vast human-dominated interstellar empire of the far future in ways only the designer and chronicler of this particular
universe can.

The Key to Justice
In spite of Kit Carson's prominent place in the popular imagination of the American West, his family life is little known,
thanks largely to Carson's private nature about such matters. His memoirs, consequently, say nothing about the three
women he married. They include Arapaho woman Waa-Nibe, who died three years after their marriage; Cheyenne woman
Making-Out-Road, who divorced him after fourteen months; and Josefa Jaramillo, the fourteen-year-old daughter of a
prominent Taos, New Mexico family, the longest of his marriages.

The Pretender
An eBook boxed set containing two of international bestselling author Rowan Coleman's witty and heartwarming novels,
The Accidental Mother and Another Mother's Life, with an excerpt from her newest novel, Lessons in Laughing Out Loud.

Permission to Feel
The best-selling biographer of Cary Grant and Jimmy Stewart profiles the critically acclaimed performer known for such films
as Dirty Harry, tracing his rise from a disaffected youth to a dynamic Hollywood actor, producer and director. Reprint. A
best-selling book.

Trapped
The incredible true story of the twelve boys trapped with their coach in a flooded cave in Thailand and their inspiring
rescue. On June 23, 2018, twelve members of the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach were exploring the Tham Luang
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cave complex in northern Thailand when disaster struck. A rainy season downpour flooded the tunnels, trapping them as
they took shelter on a shelf of the dark cave. Eight days of searching yielded no signs of life, but on July 2 they were
discovered by two British divers. The boys and their coach were eventually rescued in an international operation that took
three days. What could have been a terrible tragedy became an amazing story of survival. Award-winning author Marc
Aronson brings us the backstory behind how this astounding rescue took place. Rising Water highlights the creative thinking
and technology that made a successful mission possible by examining the physical, environmental, and psychological
factors surrounding the rescue. From the brave Thai Navy SEAL who lost his life while placing oxygen tanks along the
passageways of the cave, to the British divers that ultimately swam the boys to safety, to the bravery of the boys and their
coach, this is the breathtaking rescue that captivated the entire world.

Wizard:
Kaufman details the incredible true story of science's search for the beginnings of life on Earth and the probability that it
exists elsewhere in the universe.

The Magical Path
“The story of one of the most prolific, independent, and iconoclastic inventors of this century . . . fascinating.”--Scientific
American Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), credited as the inspiration for radio, robots, and even radar, has been called the patron
saint of modern electricity. Based on original material and previously unavailable documents, this acclaimed book is the
definitive biography of the man considered by many to be the founding father of modern electrical technology. Among
Tesla’s creations were the channeling of alternating current, fluorescent and neon lighting, wireless telegraphy, and the
giant turbines that harnessed the power of Niagara Falls. This essential biography is illustrated with sixteen pages of
photographs, including the July 20, 1931, Time magazine cover for an issue celebrating the inventor’s career. “A deep and
comprehensive biography of a great engineer of early electrical science--likely to become the definitive biography. Highly
recommended.”--American Association for the Advancement of Science “Seifer's vivid, revelatory, exhaustively researched
biography rescues pioneer inventor Nikola Tesla from cult status and restores him to his rightful place as a principal
architect of the modern age.” --Publishers Weekly Starred Review “[Wizard] brings the many complex facets of [Tesla's]
personal and technical life together in to a cohesive whole.I highly recommend this biography of a great technologist.”
--A.A. Mullin, U.S. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command, COMPUTING REVIEWS “[Along with A Beautiful Mind] one of
the five best biographies written on the brilliantly disturbed.”--WALL STREET JOURNAL “Wizard is a compelling tale
presenting a teeming, vivid world of science, technology, culture and human lives.”--NEW SCIENTIST “Marc Seifer is an
excellent writer and scholar, who has produced a wonderfully readable and illuminating biography of one of the most
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intriguing men of this centurymak[ing] us understand not only the man, but also the times in which he lived.[A]
masterpiece.”--NELSON DEMILLE “The author presents much new material[and] bases his book on a large number of
archival and primary sources.Underneath the layers of hero worship, the core of Seifer's book is a serious piece of
scholarship.” --Ronald Kline, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN “Seifer has done a remarkable job going through all the Tesla
manuscriptsferret[ing] out hundreds of newspaper and magazine articles in which he traces out Tesla's public image [and]
offers a reasonable reconstruction of Tesla's emotional worldSeifer has significantly advanced our understanding of
Tesla.”--Bernard Carlson, author of Tesla: Inventor of the Electrical Age, for ISIS “It is my opinion that Dr. Seifer leads the
world as the most authoritative of all the Tesla researchers.”--J.W. McGINNIS, President, International Tesla Society “Far and
away the best job among Tesla biographies.”--Jeffrey D. Kooistra, INFINITE ENERGY “Wizard isutterly absorbing with
chapters charting all stages of Tesla's lifeSeifer treats his prodigious subject with sympathy and realism.”--NEXUS
“Wizardpresents a much more accuratepicture of Tesla. [It] is thorough, informative, entertaining and a valuable addition to
electrotechnological history, past and future.”--ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TIMES “In modern times, Tesla may be enjoying
a comeback thanks to books like Wizard.”--THE NEW YORK TIMES

Encore
The accomplished entertainer shares his rags-to-riches tale, taking readers from South Central LA through a forty-year
music career as one of the nation's most beloved performers.

All Those Things We Never Said (UK Edition)
An extraordinary story of love and vengeance in the international art world A fast-paced and gripping tale An extraordinary
story of love and vengeance in the international art world A fast-paced and gripping tale Jonathan and Anna are in the final
stages of planning their Bostonian high-society wedding, when Peter, an auctioneer for Christie's and Jonathan's best friend,
calls with news that will change all of their lives. He has just been informed that a small London art gallery has come in to
possession of five canvases by the 19th century artist, Vladimir Radskin. Jonathan, the world's foremost expert on Radskin,
immediately understands the significance of the information. If the gallery indeed has five paintings, then the collection
could very well include Radskin's final canvas - a painting that has become legendary ever since it went missing in
mysterious circumstances before its public unveiling in 1868. For Jonathan, who has spent the last twenty years of his
career searching for this painting, its discovery and authentication would finally establish the under-appreciated Radskin as
a true master. For Peter, whose recent auctions have come under fire from the critics, an ensuing high-profile sale would
represent an opportunity to salvage his career. When Jonathan meets Clara, the owner of the London gallery, he is
overwhelmed by a dizzying sense of déjà-vu. But in the desperate rush to authenticate the fifth painting, he simply puts this
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strange feeling down to their shared passion for the late Russian painter. He and Clara are both convinced that this breathtaking painting is Radskin's mythical last work, but they need proof: for The Young Girl in the Red Dress is unsigned. Their
quest takes them from a gallery in Piccadilly to a paint workshop in Florence, from a laboratory in the Louvre to a
mysterious manor in the English countryside. The more Jonathan and Clara uncover about Radskin's last painting, the more
they discover about themselves: three very different lives, three inextricably intertwined destinies, caught in a race against
time. "His writing flows, it is elegant and fast paced In Another Life is Romeo and Juliet, set in today's modern world . It's
dense, beautiful, and just as tragic.' - Paris Match "His stories make us dream, his writing fills us with emotion.' - Elle

The Productivity Revolution
Days before her wedding, Julia Walsh is knocked sideways twice: once by the sudden death of her estranged fatherand
again when he appears on her doorstep after his funeral, ready to make amends, right his past mistakes and prevent her
from making new ones. Surprised to say the least, Julia reluctantly agrees to turn what should have been her honeymoon
into a spontaneous road trip with her father to make up for lost time. But when an astonishing secret is revealed about a
past relationship, their trip becomes a whirlwind journey of rediscovery that takes them from Montreal to Paris to Berlin and
back home again, where Julia learns that even the smallest gestures she might have taken for granted have the power to
change her life forever. From international bestselling author Marc Levy, the most widely read writer in France today, comes
an unusual and charming love story that reunites a father and daughter, and past and present, in the most unexpected
ways.

Lion of Babylon (A Marc Royce Thriller Book #1)
From one of the most provocative entrepreneurs of our time, Marc Ecko reveals his formula for building an authentic brand
or business in a compelling how-to guide that’s perfect to “educate the next generation of dreamers” (Kirkus Reviews). As
instructive as it is innovative, Unlabel empowers you to channel your creativity, find the courage to defy convention, and
summon the confidence to act and compete in any environment. This visual blueprint teaches you how to grow both
creatively and commercially by testing your personal brand against the principles of the Authenticity Formula. Marc Ecko
shares the bruising mistakes and remarkable triumphs that reveal the truth behind his success, growing from a misfit kid
airbrushing T-shirts in his parents’ garage to the bold creator of two hugely successful branded platforms—Ecko Unltd. and
Complex Media. As Ecko explains, it’s not enough to simply merge your inner artist with business savvy, you must
understand the anatomy of a brand, starting with its authentic spine. With Unlabel, you will discover your own voice by
overcoming fear, take action and deliver on your promises, understand why failure is essential, learn how your product or
service makes people feel, and recognize if your nostalgia for the past is hampering your ability to envision your future.
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Unlabel provides a bold and honest approach to building an authentic personal brand, and a roadmap for growing a
bootstrap start-up into a sustainable business.

Maybe in Another Life
Tells the story of thirty-three miners trapped in a copper-gold mine in San Jose, Chile and how experts from around the
world, from drillers, to astronauts, to submarine specialists, came together to make their remarkable rescue possible.

NIV, Bible for Women, eBook
What is happiness and how is it measured? Is happiness really a destination? Or is it rather a lifelong quest? Or maybe an
ongoing learning process? In his new book, the author of the international #1 Bestseller "30 Days - Change your habits,
change your life" examines the scientific side of happiness and shows that it is much more than the opposite of sadness.
More than 200 studies confirm that happiness and positivity lead to success in almost all areas of life. And the best of all is
that you can learn to be happy. Neuroscience has shown that our brain is not unalterable: it really can be changed. It is
possible to achieve success and happiness in life through a series of habits that will support us on the path to this goal. We
will need discipline, patience, and perseverance - but it's possible. The author exposes the 12 principles that lead to
happiness in a direct and clear manner and instructs on the best way to put them into practice so we manage to get them
settled in our day-to-day.

Managing eBook Metadata in Academic Libraries
A serial killer is on the loose in Minneapolis and the head of the investigation, Minneapolis police Lt. Jake Waschke, is feeling
the pressure to find him. To make matters worse, the killer strikes again, this time across the river in St. Paul, and his victim
is the daughter of a prominent politician. Just when the investigation seems to be going nowhere, the police catch a break
when the killer strikes yet again, except this time there is a witness who gets the police, including Jake Waschke chasing
the killer through the streets of Minneapolis. During the chase Jake gets a good look at him and realizes his problems are
only beginning when he recognizes the man and realizes he must do whatever is necessary to protect him. A patsy is found
and an arrest is made. The patsy's fate is placed in the hands of criminal defense lawyer, Marc Kadella, when the brother of
the accused turns out to be a former client of Marc's. The case has heat and publicity far beyond anything Marc has ever
dealt with and he tries to beg off. He knows he is over his head with a case of this magnitude and also realizes it could
destroy his practice and drive him into bankruptcy. The brother convinces Marc to take the case playing on their past
relationship, guaranteeing payment of his fees and Marc's own belief that the man is innocent. As the case progresses,
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Marc, aided in the investigation by a stunningly beautiful private investigator, becomes more and more convinced his client
is being framed. But, unless he can uncover who is framing him and, more importantly, why, an innocent man is going to
take a very serious fall, Marc will be helpless to prevent it. The Key to Justice is a work of fiction that the author undertook
to give a more realistic view of the practice of law and what a lawyer goes through than is usually found in most legal
thrillers. It is not an easy way to make a living but it can be very rewarding though not always easy on the soul and the
lawyer's private life. Whether the lawyer practices on his or her own, in a small firm or, maybe especially, a large firm to
which you almost become enslaved, though well compensated, it can be a demanding, all-consuming, pressure-filled way to
make a living.

First Contact
Sweeping Historical Fiction Set at the Edge of the Continent After being imprisoned and branded for the death of her client,
twenty-five-year-old midwife Julianne Chevalier trades her life sentence for exile to the fledgling 1720s French colony of
Louisiana, where she hopes to be reunited with her brother, serving there as a soldier. To make the journey, though, women
must be married, and Julianne is forced to wed a fellow convict. When they arrive in New Orleans, there is no news of
Benjamin, Julianne's brother, and searching for answers proves dangerous. What is behind the mystery, and does military
officer Marc-Paul Girard know more than he is letting on? With her dreams of a new life shattered, Julianne must find her
way in this dangerous, rugged land, despite never being able to escape the king's mark on her shoulder that brands her a
criminal beyond redemption.

Mariah Carey
The author of The Millionaire Course counsels readers on how to live a life of fulfillment, ease, and inner peace, explaining
how to use the power of the mind to realize one's creative and spiritual potential. 25,000 first printing.

30 Days
A definitive portrait of the iconic Hollywood star draws on new research and insider interviews to provide coverage of his
New Jersey upbringing, his early years with Hanna-Barbera, his private life and his considerable film achievements. By the
author of American Rebel.

Future Crimes
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#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 1 million copies sold In this generation-defining self-help guide, a superstar blogger cuts
through the crap to show us how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that we can truly become better, happier
people. For decades, we’ve been told that positive thinking is the key to a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity," Mark Manson
says. "Let’s be honest, shit is f**ked and we have to live with it." In his wildly popular Internet blog, Manson doesn’t
sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest truth that is sorely lacking today. The Subtle
Art of Not Giving a F**k is his antidote to the coddling, let’s-all-feel-good mindset that has infected American society and
spoiled a generation, rewarding them with gold medals just for showing up. Manson makes the argument, backed both by
academic research and well-timed poop jokes, that improving our lives hinges not on our ability to turn lemons into
lemonade, but on learning to stomach lemons better. Human beings are flawed and limited—"not everybody can be
extraordinary, there are winners and losers in society, and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson advises us to get to
know our limitations and accept them. Once we embrace our fears, faults, and uncertainties, once we stop running and
avoiding and start confronting painful truths, we can begin to find the courage, perseverance, honesty, responsibility,
curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so many things we can give a f**k about so we need to figure out which
ones really matter, Manson makes clear. While money is nice, caring about what you do with your life is better, because
true wealth is about experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-the-shoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye moment of real-talk,
filled with entertaining stories and profane, ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is a refreshing slap for a
generation to help them lead contented, grounded lives.

Rowan Coleman Box Set
Whether you’re downsizing or thrill-seeking—or anything in between—find out if the RV lifestyle is right for you, and learn
how to transition from a life of traditional home-ownership to one on the road. Do you love traveling? Meeting new people
and seeing new places? Are you craving a life that feels meaningful and new? The RV lifestyle could be the answer. Both
aspirational and practical, Living the RV Life is your ultimate guide to living life on the road—for people of all ages looking to
downsize, travel, or work on the go. Learn if life in a motor home is right for you, with insightful details on the experiences
of full-time RV-ers, tips for how to choose an RV (how big? new or used?), whether to sell your home (and if not, what to do
with it), model costs, sample routes and destinations, basic vehicle maintenance, legal and government
considerations—and much more! Written in a light and an easy-to-understand style, Living the RV Life is your bible to living
a mobile life.

Attempting Normal
Of all the tools available to law enforcement, the living, breathing undercover operative remains the gold standard. This is
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true in TV shows and in the real world. In the era of electronic surveillance, UC work enforces accountability; it prevents
mistakes, and of all the boots on the ground, undercover agents are often the most valuable. The FBI generally has about
100 UC agents working full-time in the field. In the 1990s and 2000s, Marc Ruskin had the most diverse, and notorious, case
list of all, and the broadest experience within the bureaucracy, including overseas. He worked ops targeting public
corruption, corporate fraud, Wall Street scams, narcotics trafficking, La Cosa Nostra, counterfeiting—and gritty street-level
scams and schemes. Sometimes working three or four cases simultaneously, Ruskin switched identities by the day: Each
morning he had to walk out the door with the correct ID, clothes, accessories and frame of mind for that day’s mission. Meet
Alex Perez, Alejandro Marconi, and Sal Morelli, just a few of Ruskin’s undercover personas. And how is the right UC agent
chosen, how is a bogus identity manufactured and “backstopped,” how is the Bureau's long-term con painstakingly
assembled? No one has ever given us the inside story like Ruskin. The Pretender is the definitive narrative of undercover
ops—the procedures, the successes, the failures--and the changes in the culture of the new-era FBI.

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck
Describes how baby boomers are viewing retirement age as a means to pursue new and meaningful careers.

Me to We
Double Your Productivity with these habits. Are you tired of losing focus, procrastinating, and leaving projects unfinished?
What if you could dramatically increase your productivity? What if you could stop being overwhelmed and get an extra hour
a day to do the things you love? What would finally having time to spend with your family, some alone time to read, or
exercise mean to you? In this book, international bestselling author Marc Reklau shows you his proven secrets to extreme
productivity. Learn the best strategies to overcome procrastination, improve your mindset, and achieve your goals. More
than anything else in your life or career, the way you manage your time will determine your success or failure. It's simple:
The better you use your time, the more you will get accomplished, hence the more you will earn. The secret of successful
people is to focus on the most important things on their to-do lists and actually do them. This simple, fast-paced e-Book will
help you to get more done in less time and with less stress. It will take you through simple, practical, and doable steps and
create a system for optimal productivity that can change your life forever. You'll do things faster - and even more
importantly - you will do the right things! (Most people don't have time because they waste it on doing unimportant stuff)
You'll learn: How to use your to-do lists correctly The best tricks to overcome procrastination and do the important stuff
How to stop being busy and aim for results How to save 7 to 14 hours a week by changing just one habit. How to identify
your REAL priorities and the tasks that bring most ROI How to get control of your emails and avoid an overflowing inbox
How to detect and prevent burning out How to reduce stress from client-imposed deadlines to virtually zero and much
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Unlabel
Original publication and copyright date: 2013.

The Book of Awakening
The Book of Awakening, a cult favorite since its original publication in 2000, catapaulted to fame in 2010 after it was chosen
as one of Oprah Winfrey's favorite things. This gift edition with sewn binding and a ribbon marker reflects the book's
odyssey as a well-beloved daily companion. Mark Nepo wrote the book more than a decade ago, in response to his journey
through cancer a decade before that. That experience led him to create a day book not only for people going through lifethreatening situations but for everyone. Nepo calls it, "a book to help people meet their days and inhabit their lives. I had a
commitment to create a book that could serve up inner food, that could be turned to as a spiritual first aid kit." That this
book continued to find its readers affirms its quality as a life affirming companion. Again, in Nepo's words, "I think it
confirms the yearning of people everywhere for meaningful and humble work that invites readers on a journey together.
The premise of the book is that people everywhere have a wisdom of their own and the book is there to guide them to their
own wisdom." The Book of Awakening is a modern classic, speaking to the hearts of hundreds of thousands of readers. It's a
daily guide for living in hard times and good times, all the time reminding us that the life we're living is the life we have.
Lived authentically it can and does become the life we want. This hardcover edition features a ribbon marker and a subject
index that allows the reader to search for quotes and inspiration pertinent to his or her life not only by day but my category.

The Mark of the King
Presents a collection of mantras, meditations, and tools that are intended to help people achieve success by unleashing
their creative powers and their own personal "magic."

Kit Carson & His Three Wives
The secret to happiness, longevity, and living on is through mentoring the next generation In How to Live Forever,
Encore.org founder and CEO Marc Freedman tells the story of his thirty-year quest to answer some of contemporary life's
most urgent questions: With so many living so much longer, what is the meaning of the increasing years beyond 50? How
can a society with more older people than younger ones thrive? How do we find happiness when we know life is long and
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time is short? In a poignant book that defies categorization, Freedman finds insights by exploring purpose and generativity,
digging into the drive for longevity and the perils of age segregation, and talking to social innovators across the globe
bringing the generations together for mutual benefit. He finds wisdom in stories from young and old, featuring ordinary
people and icons like jazz great Clark Terry and basketball legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. But the answers also come from
stories of Freedman's own mentors-a sawmill worker turned surrogate grandparent, a university administrator who served
as Einstein's driver, a cabinet secretary who won the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and the gym teacher who was
Freedman's father. How to Live Forever is a deeply personal call to find fulfillment and happiness in our longer lives by
connecting with the next generation and forging a legacy of love that lives beyond us.

Poetic Potpourri
The mental well-being of children and adults is shockingly poor. Marc Brackett, author of Permission to Feel, knows why.
And he knows what we can do. "We have a crisis on our hands, and its victims are our children." Marc Brackett is a
professor in Yale University’s Child Study Center and founding director of the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. In his
25 years as an emotion scientist, he has developed a remarkably effective plan to improve the lives of children and adults –
a blueprint for understanding our emotions and using them wisely so that they help, rather than hinder, our success and
well-being. The core of his approach is a legacy from his childhood, from an astute uncle who gave him permission to feel.
He was the first adult who managed to see Marc, listen to him, and recognize the suffering, bullying, and abuse he’d
endured. And that was the beginning of Marc’s awareness that what he was going through was temporary. He wasn’t alone,
he wasn’t stuck on a timeline, and he wasn’t “wrong” to feel scared, isolated, and angry. Now, best of all, he could do
something about it. In the decades since, Marc has led large research teams and raised tens of millions of dollars to
investigate the roots of emotional well-being. His prescription for healthy children (and their parents, teachers, and schools)
is a system called RULER, a high-impact and fast-effect approach to understanding and mastering emotions that has
already transformed the thousands of schools that have adopted it. RULER has been proven to reduce stress and burnout,
improve school climate, and enhance academic achievement. This book is the culmination of Marc’s development of RULER
and his way to share the strategies and skills with readers around the world. It is tested, and it works. This book combines
rigor, science, passion and inspiration in equal parts. Too many children and adults are suffering; they are ashamed of their
feelings and emotionally unskilled, but they don’t have to be. Marc Brackett’s life mission is to reverse this course, and this
book can show you how.

American Rebel
Managing ebook Metadata in Academic Libraries: Taming the Tiger tackles the topic of ebooks in academic libraries, a trend
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that has been welcomed by students, faculty, researchers, and library staff. However, at the same time, the reality of
acquiring ebooks, making them discoverable, and managing them presents library staff with many new challenges.
Traditional methods of cataloging and managing library resources are no longer relevant where the purchasing of ebooks in
packages and demand driven acquisitions are the predominant models for acquiring new content. Most academic libraries
have a complex metadata environment wherein multiple systems draw upon the same metadata for different purposes.
This complexity makes the need for standards-based interoperable metadata more important than ever. In addition to
complexity, the nature of the metadata environment itself typically varies slightly from library to library making it difficult to
recommend a single set of practices and procedures which would be relevant to, and effective in, all academic libraries.
Considering all of these factors together, it is not surprising when academic libraries find it difficult to create and manage
the metadata for their ebook collections. This book is written as a guide for metadata librarians, other technical services
librarians, and ancillary library staff who manage ebook collections to help them understand the requirements for ebook
metadata in their specific library context, to create a vision for ebook metadata management, and to develop a plan which
addresses the relevant issues in metadata management at all stages of the lifecycle of ebooks in academic libraries from
selection, to deselection or preservation. Explores the reasons behind creating records for our resources and challenges
libraries to think about what that means for their context Discusses the complex nature of academic libraries and the
electronic resources they require Encourages librarians to find their own way to manage metadata

In Another Life
International bestselling author Marc Reklau presents a hands-on companion to his book 30 Days - change your habits,
change your life, which has become a reference for individuals, families, and businesses around the world. 30 DAYS has
helped readers find solutions to their personal and professional problems and achieve the life they want. Reklau's step-bystep approach is explored even more fully in this workbook, which leads readers through the habits that changed so many
lives and shows them how to put these ideas into action everyday. This workbook helps readers further understand,
appreciate, and internalize the power of Habit. The engaging, in-depth exercises allow readers to get their hands dirty as
they develop a philosophy for success, set personal goals, and improve their relationships. This reference offers solutions to
both personal and professional problems by working on our habits day by day. An engaging companion to the bestselling
book, the 30 Days - change your habits, change your life Personal Workbook will help readers set goals, improve
relationships, and create a path to life effectiveness.

Destination Happiness
A People Magazine Pick * US Weekly “Must” Pick * Named “Best Book of the Summer” by Glamour * Good Housekeeping *
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USA TODAY * Cosmopolitan * PopSugar * Working Mother * Bustle * Goodreads From the acclaimed author of The Seven
Husbands of Evelyn Hugo and After I Do comes a breathtaking new novel about a young woman whose fate hinges on the
choice she makes after bumping into an old flame; in alternating chapters, we see two possible scenarios unfold—with
stunningly different results. At the age of twenty-nine, Hannah Martin still has no idea what she wants to do with her life.
She has lived in six different cities and held countless meaningless jobs since graduating college. On the heels of leaving
yet another city, Hannah moves back to her hometown of Los Angeles and takes up residence in her best friend Gabby’s
guestroom. Shortly after getting back to town, Hannah goes out to a bar one night with Gabby and meets up with her high
school boyfriend, Ethan. Just after midnight, Gabby asks Hannah if she’s ready to go. A moment later, Ethan offers to give
her a ride later if she wants to stay. Hannah hesitates. What happens if she leaves with Gabby? What happens if she leaves
with Ethan? In concurrent storylines, Hannah lives out the effects of each decision. Quickly, these parallel universes develop
into radically different stories with large-scale consequences for Hannah, as well as the people around her. As the two
alternate realities run their course, Maybe in Another Life raises questions about fate and true love: Is anything meant to
be? How much in our life is determined by chance? And perhaps, most compellingly: Is there such a thing as a soul mate?
Hannah believes there is. And, in both worlds, she believes she’s found him.

The Greatest Secret of All
THIS BOOK SUMMARIZES THE GAMUT OF EMOTIONS that we as people feel in our daily lives. I hope that you found the book
gratifying, entertaining, and even educational. With the assistance of Xlibris Publishing, it was my pleasure to provide you
with my personal takes on Earth and life in general, thanks again to Michael Joseph and the entire staff, I couldnt have done
it without you.

Ethics in a Computing Culture
“An extraordinary book; I've read no other like it. Thank goodness Marc Hamer stopped killing moles and sat down to
write.” —Sy Montgomery, author of The Soul of an Octopus At once a highly original memoir and an ode to the outdoors,
this unexpected—and delightfully strange—book reveals, at its core, a rare vision of the natural world. Kneeling in a muddy
field, clutching something soft and blue-black, Marc Hamer vows he will stop trapping moles—forever. In this earnest,
understated, and sublime work of nonfiction literature, the molecatcher shares what led him to this strange career: from
sleeping among hedges as a homeless teen, to toiling on the railway, to weeding windswept gardens in Wales. Hamer
infuses his wanderings with radiant poetry and stark, simple observations on nature’s oft-ignored details. He also reveals
how to catch a mole—a craft long kept secret by its masters—and burrows into the unusual lives of his muses. Moles, we
learn, are colorblind. Their blood holds unusual amounts of carbon dioxide. Their vast tunnel networks are intricate and
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deceptive. And, like Hamer, they work alone.

How to Live Forever
Marc Royce works for the State Department on special assignments, most of them rather routine, until two CIA operatives
go missing in Iraq--kidnapped by Taliban forces bent on generating chaos in the region. Two others also drop out of sight--a
high-placed Iraqi civilian and an American woman providing humanitarian aid. Are the disappearances linked? Rumors
circulate in a whirl of misinformation. Marc must unravel the truth in a covert operation requiring utmost secrecy--from both
the Americans and the insurgents. But even more secret than the undercover operation is the underground dialogue taking
place between sworn enemies. Will the ultimate Reconciler between ancient enemies, current foes, and fanatical religious
factions be heard?

Freedom's Teacher, Enhanced Ebook
Have you been training hard, eating clean, doing everything you're supposed to dobut still not getting the fitness results
you want? Marc McLean, author of the top-selling Strength Training 101 book series, reveals 21 highly-effective strategies
that can help you change all that in 'Fitness Hacking'.

Agent of the Imperium
ETHICS IN A COMPUTING CULTURE introduces key ideas in moral theory and professionalism to explore the hottest topics in
computer ethics. With a unique blend of theory, application, and critical thinking exercises, each chapter underscores the
interdisciplinary links between computing and diverse areas of study. Abundant multicultural cases are presented
throughout to highlight contrasts and conflicts in ethical perspectives across the globe. ETHICS IN A COMPUTING CULTURE
encourages students to continually read, reflect and write to hone sharp critical thinking skills. Students learn that that
computing is not a purely technical discipline but one with moral and social implications that affect everyday life. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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